UNIT I
Introduction, Theory of Consumer Behaviour and Theory of Production:

UNIT II
Introduction to Macro Economics and National Income:

UNIT III
Monetary Economics and Fiscal Economics:

UNIT IV

UNIT V

UNIT VI
UNIT VII

**Industrial Economics:** Industry - Large scale and Small Scale Industries - Development in India and Tamil Nadu - Industrial policy - 1948, 1956, 1991 - Industrial Disputes – Measures to settle Industrial Disputes.

UNIT VIII

**Descriptive Statistics:** Different data types – Nominal, ordinal, binary and categorical data types - Diagrammatic representation of data – Standard charts, curves diagrams and plots including box plots - Statistical measures – Measures of central tendency – Measures of dispersion - Regression and Correlation coefficients

UNIT IX

**Official Statistics and Sampling methods:** Official Statistical System in India - Sampling versus Census – preparation of schedules and questionnaires - Probability and nonprobability sampling method including simple random sampling, systematic sampling, stratified sampling, cluster sampling.

UNIT X

**Statistical tests for:** single proportion, equality of two proportions (large sample) - single mean, equality of two population means (small and large samples) - single variance and equality of two variances - independence of attributes